
December 25, 2021 

Merry Christmas! What better way to celebrate than with the newest Minute Review? Check out 

the review of The Matrix Resurrections! And don't forget to head to the videos page to see any 

and all reviews (and more) you may have missed 

December 22 

The (most likely) last sprite comic of 2021 is a new...ASSC?! That's right finishing everything off 

with one last ASSC for the year. Next year is the 20th anniversary of the future seen in ASSC 2 

(ASSC #201+). Stay tuned in 2022 as we revisit that future. 

December 20 

Don't worry it's a new ASSC Studios ago. Not going to lie the epilogue whenever I make it 

(aiming for Wednesday or Thursday) will not be an ASSC Studios. After that we'll be back to the 

normal schedule when I return from my normal January break. Though never count out a 

Random Stupidity here and there. 

December 19 

A new Minute Review is live! Check out the review of Spider-Man: No Way Home! And don't 

forget to check out the video page to see all past reviews and videos, and subscribe to you 

channel to get notified when videos go live. 

December 17 

A new ASSC...Studios. Looks like everything's back. Also been forgetting about the 

PIDMUJOCK with these updates but not on our Instagram. Be sure to celebrate Jirachi tonight. 

December 16 

I guess I'm still Shadow for the sake of the past 20 years. Especially since I used to put up such 

a stink in the past when site staff wanted to change their "name" on here. That's why I needed 

to do an "ASSC 2" in 2002. But hey we've had two different SnowAngels since. Anywho, new 

ASSC (which I think is technically still part of ASSC 3). Yes, this is actually the 2200 sprite 

comic. I just checked, 1,747 of our sprite comics are up in the comics section. Most of our Flash 

ones will probably never come back (like ASSC X). Maybe when I take a break once this arc is 

over I'll convert some of the one off animated ones to complete things like ASSC. Speaking of 

this arc ending 3 more sprite comics until it ends and then break time for me. 

December 13 (Update 1) 

The videos page is complete! Check it out - KSchad (Update 2) Don't want to over post KSchad 

as he did an awesome job updating the video section. New ASSC. -Shadow/Kilo 

December 12 (Update 1) 
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What's up everybody KSchad here! Been awhile since you've seen an update from your truly. 

The Videos page is slowly making a comeback, with the Minute Reviews section currently 

complete. Check it out! (Update 2) ;I don't know what I want to be called anymore but you all 

know who I am by now, the man behind the curtain the Wizard of Schnoz! Anywho I didn't want 

to over post KSchad because of the awesome work he's been doing on our YouTube page so 

I'll just add an update to his update saying hey new ASSC. 

December 11 

Happy Cult Day. Too many colors so just plan font again. All the colors are probably 

represented in this new ASSC though. Be on the look out on our Instagram today and our 

YouTube page very soon for goodies Cult Day brought to you all. 

December 10 

It's Comic Book Day so instead of a different color font just going to use the font you're 

never supposed to use. Comic Sans! *dun dun dun* Ahem. Well, anywho. Since it is Comic 

Day why not make multiple ASSC Sprite Comics then? Here's the first and here is the 

second. This will make Holidays posting to Instagram easier tonight. 

December 9 

It's friend swap day so no different color again. Kind of works out seeing as this whole arc is like 

a friend swap. The battle in this new ASSC was exhausting to make. 

December 8 

It's school spirit day so no fancy color today but it does look like a few villains got schooled in 

this new ASSC. Check our Instagram in a little bit as I figure how to combine Holidays with a 

new sprite comic. Also KSchad has a new Minute Review up on our YouTube page. 

December 7 

Happy Velociraptor Cloaca Day. If you didn't know that's actually a color you're probably using 

the internet wrong. Works out because Jadis is wearing the right color shirt in this new ASSC 

which will probably get buried on our Instagram post for today. 

December 6 

Happy Brown Day everyone as Febtober Fest the first week of Holidays continues. Be sure to 

check out how to celebrate the rest of Holidays. Can't really make a connection to Brown Day 

with today's ASSC though. Stay tuned to our Instagram in a few hours where we struggle to 

figure out how balance Holidays and a new sprite comic. KSchad also released a new Minute 

Review today so be sure to check that out as well along with everything else he's put up on our 

YouTube page. 
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December 5 

Happy Holidays everyone! It's the start of the first week of Holidays which makes it Emerald 

Day. Totally forgot to re-link the new Outline for Holidays 2021. Most likely it will be mostly the 

same going forward except for the yearly change in Pokemon teams. Tomorrow is brown day. I 

was hoping Holidays and this ASSC arc wouldn't lap but it did. So yeah enjoy the new ASSC 

and the multiple Instagram posts for awhile. 

December 4 

Looks like it's really time to train in this new ASSC. 

December 3 

As I'm sure you can all see the Thanks page now up here on the new site. As I'm sure you can 

all assume the new ASSC is up. 

December 2 

We finally have a real logo. Also have the old site in the nav bar (for now). Let's not forget about 

the new ASSC. Don't forget to check out our daily content on Instagram while we finish 

transferring to this new site. Especially with Holidays right around the corner! 

December 1 

Hopefully soon I'll add the old site as a section in top navigation. But that time is not now. 

Instead it's time for a new ASSC. While you wait for the rest of ASSC Studios 4 to transfer to 5 

here why don't you check out our Instagram and YouTube pages. 

November 30, 2021 

Hi everyone and welcome back. I broke the site and had to take Dan out of cryosleep to recover 

everything. I now need to migrate everything over to the fifth incarnation of ASSC Studios. In the 

meantime check out the new ASSC that was meant for yesterday. You have to love the irony 

that I'm in the middle of a sprite comic arc where Eclipse destroyed ASSC Studios and ASSC 

Studios breaks. EDIT: This is the real link to the latest ASSC. 

 

November 26 

Those windows are always a problem no matter the timeline even in this new ASSC. 

November 25 

Fill up on a new ASSC. 

November 24 

We squeeze as many characters as possible into this new ASSC. 
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November 22 

Even with the timeline and universe (multiverse?) messed up, Agent still speaks like Elmer 

Fudd. 

November 19 

*Spoiler Alert* For this new ASSC *spoiler* Lord Kirby appears *spoiler* 

November 17 

A new ASSC. Which is still weird to say after all these years. 

November 15 

Continuing with this ASSC revitalization. 

November 13 

A new....ASSC?! It says it's #2176?! What the heck could be going on?! 

November 12 

Quick update to Holidays which I wanted to get down before November but get held up with the 

sprite comics from yesterday. Going forward I only really foresee edits to the Pokemon 

represented in the Holidays Team and PIDMUJOCK days. Those of you who follow us on 

Instagram saw most of the changes to this year already. 

November 11 

This took forever but they are here. The ASSC Studios and ASSC Origins that finish the 

Thanosing! I actually finished the ASSC Studios the day after the last one but the ASSC Origins 

is a companion to it and two compliment and spoil each other. Stay tuned for what's coming 

next all! I apologize it took so long and will continue to take longer than usual as for what is 

happening will require slight alterations to existing sprites which you knew if you follow us on 

Instagram. 

October 27 

This sprite comic took longer than it should have only because of the first panel's background 

which you can barely seen anyway -_- oh well. If only I had time to figure out a dissolving effect 

for the site to go along with the sprite comic. I know normally I promote our Instagram but 

KSchad has been ramping up videos for our YouTube page so check out all of that too. 

October 20 
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Really it's been a week since the last update? Huh, could have sworn I did one after that. Guess 

not. Which is all the more reason why you should be following us on Instagram and YouTube. 

Anywho, a new ASSC after 7 years because sometimes you just have to go back to the 

beginning especially before it all comes to an end ;) (Not really, we're not going anywhere just 

stay tuned). 

October 13 

The first new (original) UNSINKABLE in 18 years! Due to this all of the original UNSINKABLEs 

have been uploaded except the original finale. Per usual don't be a stranger on Instagram. 

Going to plug our YouTube channel too as KSchad has been updating the heck out of it 

recently. 

October 11 

We're ending S*H*I*T for a second time in seven years! *insert Instagram plug here* 

October 6 

The first new ASSC Remix in 4-16 years depending on how you want to look at it. Again, follow 

us on Instagram for daily content. 

October 1 

As with Spritegate, all non-Flash Knight Rider: The Parody sprite comics have been uploaded. 

This includes the first new one in six years. Don't forget to follow us on Instagram for daily 

updates. 

September 29 

All of the non-flash Spritegate: WT-F comics are up including the first new one in seven years. 

Don't forget to follow us on Instagram for daily updates and by that I mean random stupidity in 

posts as to be expected from us. 

September 22 

All of Nintendo Trek is now back up including this new one. Of course if you follow us on 

Instagram you already knew this was coming. 

September 8 

Finally an update! Finally uploaded the old Pokemon the Sprite Comics! Finally made the third 

one and ended it after 15 years! Be sure to follow us on instagram for daily updates. 

August 24 
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Sorry everyone. Per usual the next sprite comic (new Bidened) took longer than usual to make. 

That's why you should all follow us on Instagram for the latest updates! 

August 13 

Looks like what's ever happening is also happening in Another Sonic Sprite Comic! 

August 9 

In the middle of this there's a new...UNSINKABLE: Retold?? But wait what's going on there?! 

August 2 

For all of you who follow us on Instagram (and shame on those of you who don't :-P) you know 

that I was having a bit of technical difficulty on Friday. That's sort of passed now so here's a new 

ASSC Studios finally. 

ASSC Day (July 23) 

Happy 20th anniversary to ASSC! Even though it's been 20 years here's three comics. A new 

ASSC Studios to continue that current arc. Then a new Random Stupidity for our 20th 

anniversary. Lastly a new Another Sonic Sprite Comic as it is the namesake of the sprite comic 

that started it all 20 years ago. Speaking of the original Another Sonic Sprite Comic/ASSC all of 

those original sprite comics that could be uploaded have been (along with a few that couldn't). 

About half of the original ASSCs have now been uploaded. Thanks for a great 20 years 

everyone we'll catch you for another 20! 

July 15 

Sorry for missing two update windows everyone. I had lost then found and then lost some 

sprites again and I have been trying to find and recover them the past week. I partially 

recovered some but not all. Nothing too major just more driving myself crazy trying to find the 

updated sheets. Of course if you follow us on Instagram you saw the sneak peaks of a few 

upcoming sprite redos. With that out of the way here's a new ASSC Studios. 

July 6 

Trying to go back on the three day update schedule. As you can see since it's been a week so 

totally working out. Here's a new ASSC Studios. Hopefully see you all the 9th! 

June 30 

A new ASSC Origins where we explain the great year 2020. Hmm, we seemed just about 

caught up but we'll wait on 2021 for the time being, no reason ;) (stay tuned)! 

June 28 
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Sorry everyone! I know I was trying to do a sprite comic every day this month but I really needed 

a few days break from making them. With that said here's a new ASSC Origins about 2019. 

June 25 

This ASSC Origins almost didn't happen tonight but I pushed through it and here you go. 

June 24 

Hope everyone had a happy Sonic 30th. Now back to ASSC Origins as another 3 years get 

done at once. 

Sonic Day! 

Happy 30th to Sonic the Hedgehog! Here's a Random Stupidity not an Another Sonic Sprite 

Comic to celebrate! 

June 22 

A new ASSC Origins that covers three years. Huh weird why would I do that all of a sudden? 

June 21 

Ok I missed yesterday. I started making this sprite comic but then things got crazy after I put in 

the text. Then when I added in the sprites things got crazy again. I wanted to try to a sprite 

comic each day all month but I might need to skip yesterday and possibly tomorrow. Sorry! 

June 19 

An ASSC Origins that remembers 10 years ago a little differently... 

June 18 

This ASSC Origins took way longer than it should have. 

June 17 

2009 in this ASSC Origins. 

June 16 

On to 2008 the launch of ASSC Studios in this ASSC Origins 

June 15 

New ASSC Origins about 2007. 

June 14 
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First off happy birthday to Kirby. Second new ASSC Studios. 

June 13 

As promised two sprite comics! Here's a new ASSC Origins about 2006 and a new ASSC 

Studios. 

June 12 

Just a new ASSC Studios tonight because I ran out of time to make that second comic (Origins). 

Oops! Maybe if I start now I'll have two done for tomorrow? 

June 11 

Hopefully this link to the new ASSC Origins posts right away and there's no craziness like 

yesterday. It is the weekend so hopefully that owed comic gets made over the next two days. 

June 10 

Ok hopefully this link works this time it's an ASSC Origins if it wants to work. 

June 9 

Chugging along with our ASSC Origins Timeline. For sure that owed comic will be made over 

the weekend. Stay tuned! 

June 8 

I still owe you all a sprite comic from Sunday but today is not the day to catch up (still) so please 

enjoy just this ASSC Origins. 

June 7 

Yes I still owe you all a sprite comic from yesterday but only had time for this ASSC Origins 

today. 

June 5 

A new ASSC Origins talking about those post Genesis days. 

June 4 

Back on track today with a fourth comic for June! New ASSC Studios as A.S.S.C figures out 

their cloned clones situation. Oh and haven't mentioned in awhile but if you're not following us 

on Instagram or YouTube you probably should. 

June 3 
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I was trying to update every day in June as we count down to the 20th anniversary of ASSC 

next month. Clearly that didn't happen. But hey that means you are getting not one but two 

ASSC Origins and a new ASSC Studios! 

May 29 

SnowAngel tries to figure what's up with Schnoz magic in this new ASSC Studios: The Sprite 

Comic. 

May 26 

Agent gets the short end of the stick as he takes over for Shadow in this new ASSC Studios. 

May 23 

Cessna faces off against the cloned clone Coriano in this new ASSC Studios. 

May 20 

Here's that new ASSC Studios. 

May 17 

I was going to do an ASSC Studios. Then everything with the new masks mandates (or lack 

there of?) kept getting more confusing so I did a new Bidened instead. 

May 12 

A new Bidened yet somehow it still feels like a Trumped. 

May 9 

A new Random Stupidity for Goku Day. Yes Random Stupidity not Another Sonic Sprite Comic 

so ignore all of the Sonic stuff in it. 

May 3 

Back with a Bidened. Even though I will be archiving some of the older updates soon (as PDFs 

in our Archives section for anything over a decade) the 2020 updates page has arrived. 

April 29 

As promised Cult Week ends in a Pink Day of Random Stupidity. Daily comics over at the 

moment so we'll be resuming our schedule of every 3ish days or so. Probably through May. 

We'll see what happens in June. 

April 28 
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Yellow Day continues where yesterday left off with ASSC Studios: The Sprite Comic. Don't 

worry tomorrow's Pink Day will go back to Random Stupidity. 

April 27 

It's Blue Day so you know what that means. That's right a new...ASSC Studios! This ties in with 

everything that has been happening since Random Stupidity 500 so it's an ASSC Studios. 

Confusing but it makes sense to me and that's all that maters :-P 

April 26 

It is called Random Stupidity for a reason and this one for green day is pretty random and 

stupid. 

April 25 

More Cult Week means more Random Stupidity. 

April 24 

We continue with our Cult Week Random Stupidity. 

April 23 

I tried really hard to make a Bidened yesterday. I went through 5 different ideas. Nada. So 

here's the Random Stupidity I said you should expect instead. It works considering Cult Week 

has started. 

April 19 

New ASSC Studios: The Sprite Comic. I will aim for the next sprite comic update to not be an 

ASSC. Can't guarantee it won't be a Random Stupidity though. I mean my goal is a Bidened but 

can never really guarantee it's going to be a Random Stupidity. Then again when it comes to 

politics isn't all random stupidity anyway? On second though that seems offensive to Random 

Stupidity. 

April 14 

The 200th ASSC Studios: The Sprite Comic is here. Or you can see the full sized version here. 

This doesn't usually happen but this was one of the few times that the sprite comic was up on 

our social media before the site. In case that happens again be sure to follow us on Instagram, 

Twitter and Facebook. 

April 11 

I had an opportunity to take more than just a day or two off from sprite comics so I did. If you 

follow us on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook you would see those daily updates. We also have 
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weekly updates on YouTube. But back to the sprite comic. A new ASSC Studios that continues 

where we left off at the end of the character battle. 

April 6 

We have a winner! With the character battle now ended going to take a few days (probably just 

two) break from sprite comics. Be sure to check our Instagram in the meantime as that gets 

updated daily. Also check out our YouTube page as that gets updated a few times a week. Feel 

free to follow us on Facebook and Twitter as well. 

First Contact Day (April 5, check your local Stardate) 

Here it is the final round of the ASSC Studios Character Battle. Winner tomorrow! The final 

round means it's more important than ever to vote in our Instagram story and our general poll. 

April 4 

The Easter Bunny has brought you all the last character battle for the fourth round in this ASSC 

Studios. The fifth and final round is tomorrow which means the winner will be announced 

Tuesday so keep on voting in our Instagram story and our general poll. 

April 3 

A little late than usual today but the fourth round of the ASSC Studios character battle has 

begun! Just because it's the fourth round doesn't mean you should forget to vote in our Instagram 

story and our general poll. 

April 2 

The third round is about to end in this ASSC Studios character battle. Don't forget to vote in our 

Instagram story and our general poll. 

April 1 

No April Fools' here only ASSC Studios character battle. As always this character battle, be 

sure to vote in our Instagram story and our general poll to vote. 

March 31 

If you have been with us from the beginning you'll remember the ongoing gag from this ASSC 

Studios character battle. Be sure to vote in our Instagram story and our general poll to vote. 

March 30 

Seriously look up the Godzilla basketball thing as mentioned in the latest ASSC Studios 

character battle. Be sure to vote in our Instagram story and our general poll to vote. 

March 29 
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See all of the 90's references in today's ASSC Studios character battle. Don't forget about 

voting in our Instagram story and our general poll to vote. 

March 28 

Today's ASSC Studios character battle is the battle of 2011. Don't forget to go to our Instagram 

story and our general poll to vote. 

March 27 

It's the battle of 2015 in today's ASSC Studios character battle. Sorry for pulling the last vote so 

early from our Instagram story and our general poll. Be sure to check both of those out to vote. 

March 26 

Our ASSC Studios character battle continues. Vote now in our Instagram story or in our general poll for 

the character battle. 

March 25 

Another new ASSC Studios character battle. Sorry to say no additional classic uploads today. 

Don't forget to vote now in our Instagram story or in our general poll for the character battle. 

March 24 

As expected here's a new ASSC Studios character battle which you can vote within the next few 

hours in our Instagram story and as always you can vote in our general poll. Unexpected 63 of the classic ASSC 

Sprite Comics (1-32, 35-44, 51-66,69-76,86, & 88) have been uploaded. More will be up hopefully sooner rather than 

later. Also just as a house keeping update the 2003 updates have been taken down temporarily but will be available 

hopefully soon as a a PDF. Stay tuned! 

March 23 

Continuing with the second round of the ASSC Studios character battle. Voting will be up very 

shortly in our Instagram story and as always you can vote in our general poll. 

March 22 

The second round of the 2021 ASSC Studios Character Battle has begun (finally)! Voting will be 

up shorting in ourInstagram story and of course you can still vote in our general poll. 

March 21 

It's the end of the first round of the ASSC Studios Character Battle. As it is the character battle 

don't forget to vote via our character battle Instagram story (within the hour) or in our general poll. 

March 20 
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Another day in March another ASSC Studios character battle. As we are still character battling, 

don't forget to vote via our character battle Instagram story (within the hour) or in our general poll. 

March 19 

Still going with that ASSC Studios Character Battle. Can you believe that we're only still on 

round one. Oops so that's why I stopped doing them this way. Again, don't forget to vote via our 

character battle Instagram story (in a bit hopefully) or in our general poll. 

March 18 

We keep on chugging along with that 2021 ASSC Studios Character Battle. Per usual don't 

forget to vote via our character battle Instagram story (in a bit hopefully) or in our general poll. 

March 17 (St. Patrick's Day) 

Happy St. Patrick's Day to you all! Hope you can spot Iry in our ASSC Studios for the ongoing 

Character Battle for own bit of March Madness. Vote via our character battle Instagram story (a 

bit later) or in our general poll. 

March 16 

Ignore that the sprite comic says the 17 and that yesterday's said it was 175...erh..ahem...New 

ASSC Studios for the character battle. Vote via our character battle Instagram story (shortlyish) 

or in our general poll. 

March 15 

New ASSC Studios for the new Character Battle. Vote in our character battle Instagram story 

(later tonight) or in our general poll. 

PI DAY 2021! 

Took a bit out of me and even longer than I expected but here's a pi amount of comics for Pi 

day. We start off with our ASSC Studios character battle where the pi amount is hinted at. Then 

we quickly switch over to a Bidened. Last we end on Random Stupidity to showcase our Pi 

Comic (maybe?). Vote in our character battle Instagram story or in our general poll. 

March 13 

Double the Cessnas means double the code in this ASSC Studios Character battle. Vote in our 

Instagram story or in our general poll. 

March 12 
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A new ASSC Studios Character Battle. I apologize for this one has I did the panels 6 hours 

before I did the text and kind of forgot where I was going with it. Oh well don't forget to vote in 

our Instagram story or in our general poll. 

March 11 

New Character Battle. It's Alternate Duodenum vs John "Alby" Alberts from 2016. Vote in our 

Instagram story or in our general poll. 

March 10 

We're on to the next Character Battle. Vote on our Instagram story (shortly) or in our general 

poll. 

March 9 

A new day a new Character battle with Cessna from 2021 vs Pyro from 2016. 

March 8 

The 2021 Character Battle continues with 2016 Shadow vs 2021 Alby, after 2021 Shadow won 

against 2016 Tom yesterday. You can vote individually in our Instagram story or in our overall 

here. 

March 7 

The 2021 character battle has begun (yeah still ignoring the 2020 one just ended but hey it's 

supposed to be our March Madness darn it). Vote in the character battle overall here or head to 

our Instagram to vote in our daily polls. 

March 6 

Now we prepare for battle as in the 2021 Character Battle. Yes the 2020 battle just ended but 

it's supposed to be in March so...here you go. 

March 5 

The 500th Random Stupidity is here! This will lead right into our Character Battle so stay tuned. 

March 4 

Dang, so close to finishing but gave myself a self imposed time limit today. Oh well it will be 

done for sure tomorrow. But hey if you think about it it's like making 2.67 sprite comics so still 

counts and then some. 

March 3 
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*phew* Only got 8/24 panels done and they took me forever -_- But hey at least it's like making 

2 comics for our March Mania. 

March 2 

I'm doing away with the Sporkdate for a bit as I debate if I want to change it or not. Anywho our 

little bit of March Mania continues with our 499th Random Stupidity. Our 500th will be 24 panels 

so hopefully I'll get it up tomorrow.  

Sporkdate: 4004.93378 (March 1) 

Going to try to do a sprite comic a day for our "March Mania" in hopes to kick off the Character 

Battle around when it should be (March) but we will see. Here's the latest Random Stupidity as 

we continue to countdown to our 500th! Which will be a longer sprite comic than normal so there 

may be a slight delay between (hopefully) tomorrow's 499 and 500. Also cleaned up the front 

page(s) a little bit. Finally made a page for 2019 and moved all the 2020 stuff to the second front 

page. 

Sporkdate: 3999.80974 (February 23) 

Took longer than I thought per usual but here's that next Random Stupidity featuring 2006. 

Sporkdate: 3994.63131 (February 17) 

And we're back after our usual mid January-mid February break. More regular postings this 

week and next and then March Madne....er....Mania(?) returns to ASSC Studios! That's right 

even though we just had the 2020 Character Battle we're putting it back in March where it 

belongs! But first the road to the 500th Random Stupidity. Apparently the "All Your Base" video 

meme turned 20 yesterday (I feel old) and seeing as that was like the thing on the internet when 

the sprite comic craze blew up (IE when we started) I figured it was a good opportunity to honor 

both. Next one I might try to find something from 2006ish. Catch you all soonish. Have a 

Bidened or two planned and everything mapped out through the 500th Random Stupidity which 

will lead into the Character Battle. See you all soon! 

Sporkdate: 3970.46175 (January 20, 2021 Inauguration Day 2021) 

That's it, it's finally over. As seen in these last not one but two Trumpeds and the first Bidened. 

Sporkdate: 3969.60804 (January 19, 2021, a certain Trump card is done tomorrow!) 

Not one, not two, but three new Trumpeds as that wraps up to become Bidened to tomorrow. 

Tomorrow there will be two last Trumpeds before one Bidened. 

Sporkdate: 3964.32829 (January 13, 2021: Second Impeachment Day) 

Updated some things behind the scenes the past week. Anything happen in the news today? 

Maybe a new Trumped can answer that question. 
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Sporkdate: 3959.16293 (January 7, 2021) 

More along the lines of the Trumped that was initially planned for yesterday. Going to take a 

slight break for a few days then do a few needed updates around the site. Baring any 

impeachments, 25th amendments, riots or insurrections there won't be another Trumped (or 

sprite comic) until the 13th at the earliest. Good luck to us all. 

Sporkdate: 3958.3701 (January 6, 2021) Everyone catch the news today? This wasn't the 

Trumped I intended to make tonight but unfortunately it was. 

Sporkdate: 3957.47611 (January 5, 2021) 

*phew* And I wondered why I haven't done a 12 days of ASSC Christmas in 10 years. Well here 

it is the 12th day of Christmas if you want to see what ASSC gives to ye. 

Sporkdate: 3956.59636 (January 4, 2021) 

Wow it's already the 11th day of Christmas. Go see what ASSC gives to ye. 

Sporkdate: 3955.74571 (January 3, 2021) 

We got some plotting going on as ASSC gives to ye for the 10th day of Christmas. 

Sporkdate: 3954.85541 (January 2, 2021) 

It's the ninth day of Christmas so see what ASSC gives to ye. 

Sporkdate: 3954.03336 (January 1, 2021! Happy New Year so long 2020!) 

2020 may (finally) be over but the 12 Days of Christmas continue! See what ASSC gives to ye 

today! 
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